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hen evaluating any antique firearm, originality and condition
are always the most important considerations. Determining
originality is basically a two-step process consisting of
careful examination of the metal (and wood) finishes originally used
during the manufacturing process and determining if there are any
non-original parts.
This section has been added as a visual guide with brief descriptions
of the most prevalent metal finishes used in the manufacture of antique
firearms. It is important to remember what the original intent was
when applying these various finishes – to help protect the metal
surfaces from wear and potential oxidation. Prior to applying these
selective finishes, properly preparing the metal surfaces was and
remains critical in the overall process. The most important element in
metal preparation is polishing the surfaces sufficiently to guarantee the
finish adheres to the metal properly. As in the past, once a gun leaves
the polishing room/area, it is ready to have its finish(es) applied.
Remember that in pre-1900 America there wasn’t an EPA to regulate
the usage/disposal of the toxic chemicals used in most of the metal

CHARCOAL BLUING

Charcoal bluing is also referred to as machine
bluing or carbonia bluing. Metal parts are
placed in a gas-fired furnace with animal bone
and sperm whale oil, or equivalent. Color
varies from a blue-black (highly polished) to a
lighter blue (low polish) depending on the level
of polish.

RUST BLUING

Coating the clean parts with a rust bluing
solution, allowing it to rust, and boiling it in
clean water converts the rust from ferrous
oxide to ferric oxide. This velvet is cleaned off
and the process repeated until desired depth of
blue-black color is established, creating a very
durable, rust-resistant finish.

NITRE BLUING

Nitre bluing, also known as fire blue or peacock
blue, is a salt bath solution of sodium and
potassium nitrates, heated to a temperature of
600-1,000 degrees. This finish tends to be a very
bright blue, not as durable as charcoal bluing.

finishes. As a result, each manufacturer typically had its proprietary
formula (well-guarded in many cases) for the types and amounts of
chemicals used for a particular metal finish, in addition to how they
were applied to the metal surfaces. Since even the newest antique
firearm is now over 119 years old, observing how these original metal
finishes have gradually aged in their unique environments is absolutely
critical when understanding this natural aging process and determining
originality. What affects the amount and type of metal finish remaining
are wear from shooting/usage, harmful amounts/changes in the
temperature and humidity when stored for long periods of time, and
UV (Ultra Violet) damage caused by too much exposure to sunlight.
Determining correct antique metal finishes is an acquired skill
developed only after handling and inspecting hundreds of makes/
models in various condition factors. Since no two antique firearms age
the same, it is recommended for the average person with metal finish
questions/concerns to seek the advice of an experienced dealer and/or
collector who has the knowledge to determine the originality/
correctness of these various metal finishes.

ANTIQUE METAL FINISHES, cont.

COLOR CASE HARDENING

Color case hardening is a heat treating process
used in the early days to harden lower-grade steel.
Originally this process used bone charcoal heated
to approximately 1,600 degrees. Afterwards, the
parts were removed from the furnace and
quenched. This combination of bone charcoal and
high temperatures creates a hardened surface, as
well as the beautiful colors this finish is known
for. Later on, manufacturers switched to a
potassium cyanide salt bath process. This was a
much more efficient method, although it produced
different colors and patterns than the original
bone color case hardening.

BROWNING

Browning is a very similar process to rust bluing.
The one exception, which leads to a brown finish
rather than a black one, is the omission of the
boiling water step. This finish is a very durable,
rust-resistant finish. The original browning
process was usually used on barrels, as seen on
the old English Brown Bess muskets and this
derringer.

NICKEL & GOLD FINISHES

From an antique standpoint (not modern day plating)
using intermediate metals for adherence
Plating has always involved a chemical solution
and an electrical current. The old solutions used
various carriers, such as cyanide, to aid in the
dissolving and transfer of precious metals.
These solutions are not commonly used today
due to safety and environmental concerns. The
modern finishes are much more durable but
don’t have the old look and texture that are so
sought after.

METAL POLISHING ONLY

(no finish, like many revolutionary war
contract muskets)
In wartime, the need to produce a large volume
of weaponry for the armed forces required
manufacturers to forgo metal finishes. The
effort was put into making a quality firearm,
not necessarily a beautifully finished piece.
These firearms were susceptible to rust and
needed to be carefully maintained by soldiers
in the field.
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